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In addition to the recommendations outlined in the report of the Lyngdoh Committee, we recommend the following to make university elections more transparent and participative:

	An autonomous Election Commission should conduct elections in a university. This commission will have as its representatives members from the administration, teachers, an outside observer (like a retired HC or district court judge) and student representatives. This EC is vested with the power to penalize or disqualify candidates or parties that are found violating the electoral code of conduct. For gross violations of the code of conduct, the EC can also recommend disciplinary action (such as suspension or rustication) against violators. 
The EC of each university decides on the limit of campaign expenditure taking into account the size and character of the university. 

48 hours before polling, each candidate declares a detailed election related expenditure statement to the EC. The EC publicizes this information in the media, so that students know how much each candidate has spent.
Political parties can lend their name and ideology to students/groups during elections, but they must not give money for university polls.
As stated in the Lyngdoh Committee report: Only bona fide students of a university can be involved in campaigning for the university polls. Also there should be age limits on candidature; failed candidates or those with criminal charges against them cannot contest elections; printed campaign material should be prohibited - this will automatically lead to reduced costs.
After the election, the university EC should carry out a detailed audit of the income/expenditure statement of each candidate. Stringent action like disqualification, rustication etc. can be considered in the event of a fraud. Action must also be taken against the party of such a candidate.
In order to improve the implementation of rules, we propose that each university has its own private security force, which shall be employed during elections, which shall come directly under the university administration, and during elections shall work at the direction of the independent and autonomous Election Commission. As this force won't be under direct political control, it should be much more effective in checking poll-related violence, eve teasing and overt political interference. It will also ensure that non-students don't get involved during election time.
There should be a debate (ideally televised or at least covered by the media) between the contestants for each post of the Central Panel of the students union of a university. This will ensure that student issues and issues of national and international importance are discussed and become a factor during voting – we should encourage the move towards issue based politics.

